
 

 

 

 

‘THE MOST WONDERFUL TIME OF THE YEAR’ 

 
SYNOPSIS 

 
In an upscale, suburban neighborhood, Jennifer Cullen’s house is the only one on her street not 
yet decorated with white Christmas lights.  Jen is in her early 30’s, an attractive single mom 
who knows everything about business – perhaps a little too much, even. 
 
It’s just a few days before Christmas, and Jen is in the kitchen with her six-year-old son Brian.  
He is waiting eagerly for Jen’s first batch of Christmas cookies to be done baking, but no sooner 
are they out of the oven than they are in the trash.  Jen, clearly not the next Martha Stewart, 
has Brian add “buy Christmas cookies” to the color-coded to-do list. 
 
Before going to bed, Brian feeds his pet turtle and dictates to Jen his letter to Santa, saying all 
he wants for Christmas is a new bike called a Rocketwheel.  From the way the letter reads, it is 
obvious Brian is not the average first grader.  He is serious and professional, just like his 
mother.  Brian wants to know how Santa makes it to every child in the world in just one night, 
and Jen’s answer is less than creative, and much less than believable. 
 
As Jen goes to sleep, tired from finishing a two-page-long list of things to do, she confesses to 
herself that she can’t wait for Christmas to be over. 
 
Uncle Ralph, a retired policeman and recent widower, will be joining them for the holidays as 
well.  Ralph sits at home in Brooklyn, making a shopping list.  He has plenty of stuff to buy for 
Brian, but his list for Jen is blank. 
 
At her office, Jen goes about business as usual, busy and professional.  Her assistant Denise 
tells her she won’t be able to get a hold of a Rocketwheel, but Jen is determined to find one.  
Denise also tells Jen her mother won’t be coming for Christmas, a thought that panics Jen even 
more, as now she’ll have to cook Christmas dinner herself. 
 
Jen asks her boyfriend Richard for help in finding a Rocketwheel and breaks the news to him 
about her mother not joining them for the holidays.  Richard is disappointed, as his parents will 
be there and now they will only get to meet Uncle Ralph, who Richard is not too fond of. 
 
Back in Brooklyn, Ralph walks out of a bar, when suddenly a man tries to mug him.  Before the 
mugger can think twice, Ralph has knocked him to the ground and had him arrested.  He may 
be retired, but Ralph still considers himself tough as nails. 
 
The next morning, Jen is on her way to work when her neighbor Rita approaches her.  Rita 
wants to make sure Jen puts Christmas lights up so that her house doesn’t stand out from the 
rest of the street – Jen’s only response is to fake a smile. 
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On her way home, she sees a Rocketwheel in the window of a bike shop.  Although it is only up 
for display, she is able to strike a deal with Chet, the owner: She will pay for it now and pick it 
up right before the store closes the day before Christmas. 
 
At the airport in New York, Ralph is lost trying to find his plane.  When the airport employees 
are no help, a man who has just woken up from a nap on the floor offers his assistance.  The 
man is Morgan Derby, 30, who convinces Ralph to go along with a scheme he has just come up 
with, one that allows them to skip the check-in line and fly first class. 
 
On the plane, Ralph and Morgan enjoy their first class perks: food, drinks, and plenty of room.  
Morgan tells Ralph of all the places he’s been and things he’s done in the past few months.  
Now he’s on his way to Denver to start up a restaurant with an ex-girlfriend.  Hearing that 
Morgan is a chef, and knowing Jen can’t cook, Ralph gets an idea. 
 
When they arrive in Chicago, Morgan finds out Denver is snowed in and the airlines don’t know 
when the next flight there will be.  Ralph convinces Jen to let Morgan stay at her house for the 
night.  Brian immediately bonds with Morgan, amazed by his stories. 
 
Lanny, “the light guy,” shows up at the house to string up Christmas lights.  Jen shows him to 
the garage, but as he starts working, Ralph and Morgan think he looks suspicious – and they’re 
right; he’s trying to rob Jen.  Lanny is arrested, and Morgan promises Jen he’ll put the lights up.  
Jen also leaves the boys with the responsibility of putting up the Christmas tree. 
 
Later that day, Jen asks for Morgan’s help in finding a turkey, and the two go into town 
together.  Morgan tries to make friendly, perhaps somewhat flirty, conversation, but Jen keeps 
bringing it back to business. 
 
That night, Ralph tries to convince Jen to let Morgan stay another night if Denver is still snowed 
in.  She tries to tell him ‘no’ when there’s a knock at the door; it’s Rita.  She brings Jen outside 
to point out that among the entire street of white Christmas lights, Jen’s decorations include a 
lone red bulb.  Rita tries to give her a white bulb to replace it with, but Morgan appears in the 
doorway and comes up with a ridiculous story about why the red bulb is, and will remain, there. 
 
As Morgan puts Brian to bed, Brian asks him how Santa makes it to every child in one night.  
Morgan’s answer: magic.  Unseen by them, Jen stands at the door, watches them, and smiles. 
 
In the kitchen after 1 a.m., Morgan finds Jen addressing Christmas cards, mostly to business 
contacts she doesn’t even know.  He tells her she is “doing Christmas all wrong,” and, insulted, 
Jen goes to bed.  That night, she has a nightmare in which she ruins Christmas for everyone. 
 
In the morning, Jen joins Ralph in watching the weather report for Denver: still snowed in.  
Slowly, Jen realizes she’s watching the same report from the day before; Ralph is playing a 
recorded report in order to trick her into letting Morgan stay longer. 
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Morgan says goodbye to everyone while Jen waits to take him to the airport.  Ralph hugs him 
goodbye and, without Morgan noticing, manages to lift his passport.  When they arrive at the 
airport, Morgan is unable to check in, as he has no other form of identification. 
 
As they drive back to the house, Jen remembers she was supposed to pick up the Rocketwheel 
from the bike shop.  But by the time they get there, the store is closed.  However, Morgan 
comes up with a plan and is able to get the bike for her. 
 
When they arrive home, Ralph tells her Richard isn’t right for her and Morgan is, but she won’t 
listen.  Regardless, Ralph gives Jen her Christmas present: a pair of earrings that belonged to 
his late wife.  She wears them to the dinner party at Richard’s parents’ house that night, and 
while Morgan tries to convince her to stay and spend Christmas Eve with him, Ralph, and Brian, 
she insists on going out.  Richard comes to the house to pick her up and is surprised (and a bit 
irritated) to see Morgan is still there. 
 
At the dinner party, Jen is bored senseless when Richard surprises everyone by asking her to 
marry him.  Jen is so surprised that she chokes on her drink, and as she shakes her head up 
and down, everyone assumes she has said ‘yes.’  Meanwhile, Ralph and Morgan decide to pull a 
trick on Brian in order to convince him that Santa is real. 
 
Back at home, Ralph is putting Brian to bed when they suddenly hear bells from outside.  
Morgan is on the roof, making sounds like Santa’s sleigh is landing on the house.  Brian believes 
it completely and goes to sleep. 
 
When Richard brings Jen home, Jen goes to check on Brian, and Richard takes Morgan aside.  
He offers to pay for a hotel room at the airport for Morgan so that he isn’t around the next day 
when Richard’s parents come over.  Morgan agrees, not wanting to upset anyone, and leaves a 
small gift for Brian and a note for Jen and heads out.  But Richard sees Morgan leave the note 
and pockets it before taking him to the airport. 
 
The next morning, Jen is angry at Morgan having left without saying goodbye.  As they open 
presents, Richard tells Brian to find his gift in his coat pocket.  Brian reaches into Richard’s coat 
pocket and pulls out an envelope for him, as well Morgan’s note, addressed to Jen.  When Jen 
reads it, she realizes that Richard had stolen her mail.  After a heated argument in the kitchen, 
Jen calls off the engagement, and Richard and his parents leave. 
 
Jen suddenly realizes, however, that she has no way of contacting Morgan now that he has 
already left.  With some encouragement from Ralph, she rushes to the airport to find Morgan.  
Just when she thinks he’s gone for good, he shows up and she brings him back to the house. 
 
Brian and Ralph welcome them home, and as they go inside to eat dinner, Morgan pulls Jen to 
him underneath the mistletoe and kisses her. 
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